News Reporter: Hello everyone! I’m Sherry and you’re currently watching ‘Egypt Times’ on the ‘Ancient Times’ TV Channel at 4 o’clock. I’ve got breaking news for you guys: Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt have been united after hundreds of years of war thanks to King Narmer. Now let’s welcome on stage King Narmer, Akila and Akins and our special guest for today, Osiris! Round of applause please, everybody!

[King Narmer, Akila and Akins walk on stage, everybody claps. After a while Osiris appears, people are throwing flower petals and are clapping and cheering for him]

News Reporter: How lovely to see you all today, it’s a pleasure to have you here. Let’s start of by introducing yourselves even though I know there shouldn’t be anyone who doesn’t know who King Narmer and Osiris is.

King Narmer: Well, I’ll go first as I’m the most important person and the best one here.

News Reporter: Arrogant! (Under her breath and quickly hides it by coughing) [Osiris glares at King Narmer]

King Narmer: Ok! Let me start again. I’m the most important person and the best after Osiris here, of course. No one can be better than him. Well… I’m Narmer as you know, many other people calls me Menes. Look, I’m so great I need two names. (Starts laughing loudly, which earns him many weird glances from the audience) Back to what I was talking about. I’m the King of Egypt, I was formally the King of Upper Egypt but thanks to me Egypt have been united! (Carries on laughing)

Osiris: I’m the god of underworld, after life, and the dead. I’m also probably one of the most important gods around.
Akila: I'm Akila and I'm one of the villagers that used to live in Upper Egypt.

Akins: I'm Akins and I'm one of the villagers that used to live in Lower Egypt.

News Reporter: So King Narmer, Can you tell us how you united both kingdoms?

King Narmer: Well... What happened was, I became the king of Upper Egypt and wore the white crown which you can see on my left, while the king of Lower Egypt would wear the red crown, which is here on my right. The two kingdoms would be at war every now and then, even though the two kingdoms were kind of the same; they both spoke the same languages, believed in the same god and religion. Soon I got tired of the fighting and decided to end all of this once and for all. I tried in many ways but all of them failed, however then I then realized the importance of the colour of the crown.

News Reporter: So then you decided to unite the two crowns, right?

King Narmer: That's right; I thought that if the colour of the crown mattered so much I should make a new crown and I named it the 'Double crown'. It is basically the white crown on top of the red one. After I made the new crown everyone obeyed me and saw me as their king.

News Reporter: I always want to ask this question, why didn't you just make a pink crown?

King Narmer: That's because I don't really like the colour pink, it's a bit too girly for me.

News Reporter: So Akins and Akila, what are your thoughts on this big change?

Akins: Well... I think it's a great thing! Without King Narmer our country would still be at war and we could've got killed. Thanks to King Narmer I met Akila and we hit it off and became best of friends. I really thank King Narmer.

Akila: I completely agree with Akins, what King Narmer did was such a wonderful thing. I've met many people from the Lower Kingdom and we have become such good friends.

News Reporter: What about you, Osiris?

Osiris: I think he did a good job.

[King Narmer stares at Osiris with a horrified and confused expression on his face]

King Narmer: Only good? (said under his breath)
[Osiris looks at him and ignores him]
Osiris: I personally think I could've done a better job, but he came up with the idea, and as a god I'm really proud of him!

King Narmer: That's what I thought. (said under his breath)

News Reporter: Well thank you all for coming in today and talking to us.
[faces the audience]
Well... it's time to say goodbye and see you guys tomorrow!
[waves at audience]

Behind the scenes
Akins: Now that went well didn't it?
Akila: Oh, just shut up!
Akins: Why don't you?
Akila: That's because I'm not the one saying stupid thing with a disgusting voice am I?
King Narmer: Why don't you both shut up?
[Akila and Akins immediately stops talking]
King Narmer: After that wonderful play we set up you guys just decide to start arguing! What if that news reporter heard us and found out that all we said was fake and that both kingdoms still hate each other!